Students Sermon Guide - January 9, 2022

For students and their parents to complete during the sermon, and to guide discussion after
Matthew 21:22  |  Receiving More of God in the New Year  |  Andy Kampman

Fill in the Blanks (During the Sermon)

- Prayer is one of the best ways to receive more ______________________________ with God

P.R.A.Y

P - ______________________________ - Have 2-3 others you pray with

R - ______________________________ - Look back to fight doubt

A - ______________________________ - Pray big and often, and write it down

Y - ______________________________ - Surrender the results

- Prayer is not about receiving things ______________ God, but receiving more __________ God

Did you miss some blanks or need some help? Click HERE to see what they are.

Discuss (After the Sermon)

- Who are two or three people you could pray with at a scheduled time each week? Maybe two friends at school? Your DCOMM? Some family members? Reach out to them to set that up!

- What struggles, challenges, or wrong beliefs might be keeping you from praying more regularly?

- What is your typical motivation for praying? What causes you to pray and what are you hoping happens when you do pray? Are there any ways that heart motivation might need to change?